
 

HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 

ASA Age Group Champs 08-10 March 2019 

1. All pool deck personnel must sign in at the back door and carry appropriate identification, either 
an ASA Official’s shirt, NZSCAT pass or ID tag. Coaches awaiting NZSCAT clearance must be on 
the approved Coaches list. All personnel on pool deck must be easily identifiable as having been 
approved to be on pool deck. 

2. All swimmers must be supervised during warm-up by a current registered coach who must carry 
their current NZSCAT Registration Card.  This shows a police clearance. 

3. All swimmers must have some form of ID such as ASA membership card.  Visiting swimmers will 
be given a temporary tag.  

4. All spectators must enter through Westwave front entrance and are required to be seated 
upstairs.  No spectators are allowed on pool deck.  If parents/caregivers are collecting a swimmer 
they must wait upstairs. 

5. Team Managers must sign in at the back door and collect a pass for each session.   
6. Team Managers are to ensure their team area is kept in a safe condition, ie no bags lying around 

where someone can trip over them. 
7. Team Managers are to know the whereabouts of all team members at all times in case of 

evacuation.  The Coach and Team Manager are responsible for accounting for their team and 
must instruct the team to follow the instructions of the lifeguards. 

8. The following areas are out of bounds for swimmers at the meet: 
- The Leisure Pools, including access through the hydro and learner’s pools. 
- The public change rooms (ALL SWIMMERS TO USE THE COMPETITIVE CHANGE ROOMS ON 

THE LEFT AS YOU ENTER THE BUILDING VIA THE BACK DOOR). 
- The door between the two areas will be closed and anyone caught opening this may be 

removed from the pool by lifeguards or meet management. 
9. The dive well will be available for warm up and warm down.  It is not a play area.  Anyone 

deemed as playing will be removed from the pool.  The dive boards, tower and steps are all out 
of bounds.  Team Managers and Coaches are required to ensure this area is used correctly. Pool 
lifeguards will also be monitoring the use of the dive-well and have been instructed to remove 
swimmers who are not using it correctly. 

10. At the conclusion of the meet, teams need to clean rubbish from their area and stack all chairs 
back into the room on the other side of the corridor from the admin room.  Stacks of 10 of the 
same sort of chair. 

11. No long-range photography unless approval has been granted by ASA and no spectators to be 
filming from poolside. 

12. Please ensure everyone attending is familiar with ASA protocols which can be viewed online at 
https://auckland.swimming.org.nz/poolside-conduct-and-protocol.html.  All other meet 
protocols of Swimming Auckland and Swimming New Zealand Swimming apply 
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